Abstract. Upright hollow human faces produce among the strongest depth-inversion illusions (DIIs), but why? We considered the role of depth undulations by comparing four types of hollow objects: an ellipsoid, a human mask, and two symmetric 'Martian' masks, which wavered in depth like the human mask but which lacked face-like features. Illusion strength was quantified either as the critical viewing distance at which the 3-D percept switched between convex and concave (experiment 1) or as the proportion of time ('predominance') that observers experienced DII from a fixed intermediate viewing distance (experiment 2). Critical distances were smallest-and hence the illusion was strongestfor the upright human mask; the remaining objects produced undifferentiated critical distance values. The predominance results were more fine-grained: illusions were experienced most often for the upright human mask, least often for the hollow ellipsoid, and to an intermediate extent for the Martian and upside-down human masks. These results suggest: (1) an upside-down human mask and a surface with nonface features undulating in depth are equivalent for the purposes of generating DIIs; (2) depth undulations contribute to DII; and (3) such undulations are most effective when structured into an upright human face.
Introduction
The hollow-mask illusion refers to the percept of a convex facial mask that is elicited by a concave mask. The hollow mask is one of the strongest examples of a class of stimuli that elicit a percept of depth inversion-hence, they are collectively known as depth-inversion illusion (DII) stimuli. Namely, distant features on a hollow mask, such as the nose, appear closer than features that are physically closer to the viewer, such as the forehead. This produces a reversal between physical and perceived depth, resulting in reversal of surface curvatures-physical concavities are perceived as convexities and vice versa. This three-dimensional (3-D) illusion also exhibits a compelling illusory motion in two dual conditions: a stationary concave mask appears as a convex mask that turns to 'follow' a viewer who moves laterally in front of it; the dual condition involves a rotating concave mask that is perceived by a stationary viewer as a convex mask rotating in the opposite direction (Brewster, 1826; Gregory, 1970 Gregory, , 1980 Gregory, , 1997 Hill & Bruce, 1993; Hill & Johnston, 2007; Papathomas & Bono, 2004; Rogers & Gyani, 2010; Wheatstone, 1838; Yellott, 1981) .
A widely accepted explanation for the hollow-mask illusion is that there are two competing classes of influences that elicit the final percept. On one hand, there are data-driven inputs (such as binocular disparity, motion parallax, vergence angle, lens accommodation, etc) that could be used-theoretically at least-to recover the veridical concave shape of the hollow mask. On the other hand, top-down influences, such as stored knowledge, bias the final percept toward an illusory convex shape. The best way to explain what we mean by 'stored knowledge' is to use the analogy of digital cameras that are programmed with the 'knowledge' of faces that enables them to locate those parts of the image that contain faces. The idea is that the visual system likely stores representations of objects in long-term memory. In the case of faces, it stores a representation of faces with archetypal attributes, such as global convexity, the pattern of two horizontally aligned eyes with a vertical protruding nose starting from their middle, or a horizontal mouth under the nose. The final percept depends on viewing conditions that influence the strength of data-driven signals, primarily the magnitude of the viewing distance (Hill & Bruce, 1993 Rogers & Gyani, 2010) , the size of the stimulus, and-to a lesser extent-the magnitude of binocular disparities (Dobias & Papathomas, 2013) . The final percept also depends on the presence of realistically painted features and shadows (Hill & Johnston, 2007) , as well as the orientation of the mask (Hill & Bruce, 1993 Hill & Johnston, 2007; Klopfer, 1991; Papathomas & Bono, 2004 )-namely, upright (straight up) versus upside down (upended)-which are likely to influence top-down processes. This explains why, at long viewing distances (when data-driven signals are weakest), top-down stored knowledge dominates data-driven inputs and imposes a convex percept, thus enabling the DII. On the contrary, at short viewing distances data-driven signals (particularly binocular disparity and motion parallax) are enhanced and are able to overcome top-down influences, thus breaking the illusion. This dependence of the percept on viewing distance suggests one possible method to measure the strength of the illusion: to have viewers approach-or retreat from-the stimulus and obtain the critical distance at which the percept switches in convexity. This is the method we adopted in the first experiment. In the second experiment, we assessed the relative strength of the illusion by estimating the proportion of time spent experiencing the illusion over two-minute observation intervals, while viewers were set at a fixed viewing distance of 3.2 m.
The 'orientation inversion effect', commonly referred to as simply the 'inversion effect', has been well established experimentally in the DII literature. It refers to a dependence of the DII strength on the spatial orientation of the hollow human mask: the illusion is stronger for an upright (straight-up) than for an upside-down (upended) hollow human mask (Hill & Bruce, 1993 Hill & Johnston, 2007; Klopfer, 1991; Papathomas & Bono, 2004) , and it provides evidence for the effects of stored knowledge and familiarity (in this case the knowledge that human faces are convex) on perception. According to this view, viewers are less familiar with upended faces, resulting in a weaker top-down influence, and hence a weaker illusion for an upended mask. Hill and Bruce (1994) obtained evidence that a hollow human mask elicited a stronger DII than a 'hollow potato'-a hollow surface with nonsymmetric local depth variations-whose strength was comparable with that of an upended mask. Their results provide evidence for both a face-familiarity-based explanation, as well as for a general bias in favor of convexity (Langer & Bülthoff, 2001; Ramachandran, 1995; Sherman, Papathomas, Jain, & Keane, 2012) . Additional evidence for the role of convexity bias and familiarity was provided by Hill and Johnston (2007) in a comprehensive series of experiments with hollow human masks, as well as hollow molds of common objects [teddy bear, a pineapple, and a jelly ('Jell-O') mold]. They concluded that, in addition to the topdown influence of familiarity and to the rule-based influence of convexity, other factors such as appropriate orientation, shading, and pigmentation enhance the DII; they also demonstrated reduced illusion strength for shallower masks.
There have been several studies that examined the effect of configural information (namely, spatial arrangement of face features, including scrambled configurations) on performing various tasks with 2-D face stimuli (Bruce & Humphreys, 1994; Lobmaier, Klaver, Loenneker, Martin, & Mast, 2008; McKone, 2008; McKone, Martini, & Nakayama, 2001; Murray, Yong, & Rhodes, 2000; Schwaninger, Lobmaier, Wallraven, & Collishaw, 2009 ). However, there have not been corresponding studies, to our knowledge, examining how the type (shape) of features and their spatial arrangement affect performance with 3-D face stimuli by comparing the strength of the DII of a hollow human face with that of a symmetric face-like object that has a comparable distribution (number and magnitude) of depth undulations. There has also not been a comparison between an object with meaningless depth undulations to one that smoothly slopes backward in space (such as a concave ellipsoid). For our study, the main motivation was to examine whether depth modulations would have any effect on the strength of the illusion. In our view, the Martian masks, described below, enable an equitable comparison for examining the role of the shape of 3-D features and their spatial arrangement.
To realize this main comparison, we constructed two bilaterally symmetric concave objects with depth undulations that had nonhuman features, arranged in an unfamiliar manner. Hence we use the term 'Martian' masks for ease of reference, to distinguish them from the typical human mask that we used in the experiments. What we mean by depth undulations is the formation of 'hills' and 'valleys' on the globally concave surface of the mask. To be more specific, depth undulations are the variations along the z-dimension, which is normal to the vertical (xy) plane of the upright facial mask. Few, if any, objects produce stronger DIIs than faces, and hollow uniform surfaces produce an arguably weaker illusion. Therefore, depth modulations-a key ingredient to producing a 3-D face-may be one reason that faces are more effective in producing the appearance of convexity. This study aspires to test this possibility.
Another way of motivating this study is to state that our goal was to test the hypothesis that life-long familiarity with the 3-D featural (shape) and configural (spatial arrangement) aspects of human faces plays a big role in the hollow-face illusion. To test this hypothesis, we would have to use as a control a mask that was least familiar. This is why we selected 'Martian' masks that have the least familiar aspects, both featural and configural. The 'Martian' masks do not have any recognizable face-like features, a fact that virtually completely removes the role of shape familiarity. Also, by construction, the Martian masks are not configured as human faces at all.
In addition to the main comparison between the upright human mask and Martian masks, a second comparison was planned between the strength of the DII for an upended hollow human mask and hollow Martian masks. If the upended human mask-composed of upsidedown facial parts and features, hence less recognizable than their upright counterparts-is as unfamiliar to humans as a novel arbitrary spatial arrangement of unfamiliar features and if stored knowledge (either innate or learned) were the only factor in the hollow-mask illusion, then we would expect the hollow Martian masks to produce an illusion comparable in strength with that of an upended hollow human mask. If, on the other hand, the upside-down parts of the human mask are somehow more recognizable than the entirely unfamiliar parts of Martian masks, then an upended human mask may still be represented as a human face in the visual system, albeit less strongly than an upright face. In this case, we would predict that the upended human mask's illusion would be stronger than that of a hollow Martian mask. Our stimuli were designed to test these competing hypotheses.
A related objective was to compare both upended human masks and Martian masks with the hollow ellipsoid to determine what role, if any, depth undulations play in strengthening the illusion. The main goal of this study was to compare the strength of the DII for these stimuli and test the hypothesis that the shape and spatial arrangement of features provide object-specific knowledge for human faces.
We are well aware that there are perfectly plausible explanations for the DIIs that do not emphasize the role of top-down processes. Rogers and Gyani (2010) , for example, provide strong arguments in favor of an alternative explanation; namely, one that regards such illusions as simply the result of processing the retinal optic flow (proximal stimulus) and perceiving it as the only physical scenario in the real world (distal stimulus) that could have created the transformations present in the optic flow. The rationale for our experiments is slightly modified if this explanation-rather than one that involved top-down influences-is valid. Under this scenario, our experiments provide evidence on how effective the stimuli we designed are in biasing the processing of the proximal stimulus toward the illusory percept.
Methods

General
We conducted two experiments that provided us with two measures for the DII strength. In the first one we obtained the 'critical distance', at which there was a transition of the mask percept for each stimulus from convex to concave or vice versa; smaller critical distances indicate stronger illusions. In the second experiment we assessed the illusion strength by obtaining the predominance of the illusory percept for each stimulus-namely, the proportion of observation time that they perceived the illusion.
Participants
Twenty observers participated in experiment 1. A different set of twenty observers took part in experiment 2. All were undergraduate students who had never seen the stimuli before and were naive about the goals of the study. Their ages ranged from 18 to 23 years, and all had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity. Their color vision was confirmed to be normal using Ishihara (1917) plates, and their stereopsis was confirmed to be functional using random-dot stereograms (Julesz, 1971) . We obtained written consent from all participants, in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Figure 1 shows the seven concave stimuli that were used in the experiments. All the stimuli were painted with a uniform light-beige paint. In fact, there were only four objects, shown as stereoscopic pairs in figure 2, but three were displayed in two orientations: upright (straight up) and upside-down (upended), as shown in figure 1. The four objects were: a human mask, two 'Martian' masks, and a hollow ellipsoid. The ellipsoid had a few very minor depth undulations to provide cues for depth; it made no sense to display the ellipsoid in its upended orientation because it was roughly symmetric with respect to both its vertical and its horizontal medial planes.
Stimuli
As explained above, we constructed the two Martian masks to be symmetric with respect to their vertical median plane. We created roughly the same number of depth undulations, each with an arbitrary shape and position, with magnitudes that were comparable with those of a typical human face. We thus arrived at entirely unfamiliar features with unfamiliar spatial arrangements. The features themselves were not very similar to human facial features; thus, these faces were different from scrambled human faces that have been used in experiments with 2-D stimuli (eg Tanaka & Farah, 1993) . The following seven stimuli were used, listed below along with their abbreviations: (1) a straight-up (upright) human mask, StrtUpHum; (2) the same mask upended (upside down), UpEndHum; (3) a 'Martian' mask, StrtUpM1; (4) the same mask upended, UpEndM1; (5) another 'Martian' mask, StrtUpM2; (6) the same mask upended, UpEndM2; (7) an ellipsoid, Ellipse, that was more or less symmetric, rendering orientation inversion (upside-down orientation) meaningless. Of course, the designations 'straight up' and upended are meaningful for the human mask, but they are arbitrary for the 'Martian' masks, because there is no a priori straight-up orientation for the latter. We used the upended human mask to verify the well-established and replicated "[orientation] inversion effect" (Hill & Bruce, 1993 Hill & Johnston, 2007; Klopfer, 1991; Papathomas & Bono, 2004) . We wanted to ensure the suitability of our approach by testing whether our methods would duplicate this effect. We used a Latin-square design (Box, Hunter, & Hunter, 1978) in both experiments to control for potential presentation order effects. Each participant practiced with a reverse-perspective stimulus (Cook, Hayashi, Amemiya, Suzuki, & Leumann, 2002; Papathomas, 2002; Rogers & Gyani, 2010) , which elicited a strong illusion of depth inversion and was used to illustrate the illusory 'following motion' under self-motion. The practice stimulus was a scaled reproduction of Patrick Hughes's reverse-perspective "Openings 1999 " that portrays a realistic scene (Figure 2 in Papathomas & Bono, 2004) .
The sizes of the four stimuli (cf figure 2 below) were roughly the same. In addition to striving for equality of the bases of the stimuli, we also aimed to equate the average depth of the stimuli. This is why the maximum depth of the ellipsoid was smaller than the maximum human mask depth (measured from the tip of the nose to the base of the mask). Inspection of the human mask reveals that the nose tip is indeed a singular extreme depth and that the average depth of the human mask is much lower than that maximum depth. Specifically, the human mask was 21.45 cm tall, 13.10 cm wide, and 5.97 cm deep. M1 was 22.50 cm tall, 12.78 cm wide, and 4.85 cm deep; M2 was 21.90 cm tall, 11.75 cm wide, and 5.33 cm deep; finally, the ellipsoid was 22.46 cm tall, 11.85 cm wide and 4.39 cm deep. For experiment 1 we placed a triplet of vertically aligned fixation marks near the center of each stimulus, with the two flanking marks each roughly 0.9 cm above or below the center. To the left and to the right of the central patch, at an approximate distance of 2.5 cm, we placed two patches that functioned as probes, as shown in figure 2. All square patches had sides of 5 mm. We instructed participants to shift their fixation between the top and bottom vertical squares if they felt that the image was fading away, due to Troxler's effect (Pirenne, 1962 ) because of extremely steady fixation; postexperimental interviews revealed that this occurred very rarely.
Procedure
The stimuli were mounted on flat panels so as to display their concave sides toward the viewers. The panels were painted with black matte paint to minimize the visibility of cast shadows and were hung, in a manner similar to hanging a framed painting, on a board (186.7 cm wide by 129.5 cm high), covered in black felt. The stimuli were hung so that the central fixation mark was at each participant's eye level. We used four light sources to illuminate the stimuli evenly from all directions and avoid self-cast shadows. More precisely, if we consider the central fixation mark to be located at (x, y, z) = (0, 0, 0), where x, y, and z are the horizontal, vertical, and line-of-sight directions, the near pair of lights had coordinates of (x = ± 40.15, y = 0.0, z = 78.10 cm), ie located 40.15 cm to the left and right, 78.10 cm in front of, and at the same height as the central fixation mark, and the far pair was at (x = ± 85.55, y = 86.35, z = 188.60 cm), ie located 85.55 cm to the left and right, 188.60 cm in front of and 86.35 cm above the central fixation mark. The addition of the far pair of light sources was meant to minimize the-already minimal-cast shadows produced by the near pair of light sources. Thus, the alternations in lightness on the stimuli were not due to self-cast shadows; rather, they were due to the depth undulations of each object. More specifically, the lightness at each point depended on the relative angles between the local surface normal and the direction of each of the four light sources.
Procedure: experiment 1 (critical distance)
This experiment was conducted to estimate the critical distance under monocular viewing; participants wore an eye patch over their nondominant eye, as determined by the pointing method (Roth, Lora, & Heilman, 2002) . The approaching critical distance is the distance at which the illusory percept switches to veridical on approach; the retreating critical distance is the one at which the veridical percept switches to illusory on retreat. We averaged the two measures to determine the critical distance for each observer and each stimulus. To minimize the exposure to the stimuli, participants were asked to close their eyes after each assessment of a critical distance. A white board was used to block their view while the stimuli were being replaced in between measurements. Three criteria were used to assess whether the participant was in the illusory or the veridical percept: they were asked to report (1) if the overall global configuration of the stimulus appeared convex or concave; (2) if the stimulus appeared to be 'moving with them'; and (3) whether the left-most horizontal probe appeared to be closer than the right-most horizontal probe. To obtain the approaching critical distance, participants started at a large viewing distance of 600 cm. They were instructed to space their feet about 45 cm apart and to sway laterally back and forth by about 40 cm. This movement allowed the participants to generate motion parallax signals, and helped them determine whether they obtained the veridical (concave) or illusory (convex) percept; if they perceived the veridical percept, the object would appear stationary, whereas, under the illusory (convex) percept, they would perceive the object to 'follow' them, as if it would move with them. When the participant reported to perceive the illusion (as convex) at the starting position of 600 cm, he or she was instructed to approach the stimulus while continuing to laterally sway until he or she 'broke' the illusion (ie obtained the veridical percept), at which point the approaching critical distance was recorded for that particular stimulus. In the rare cases (3 of 140 approach trials) when a participant could not perceive the illusion at 600 cm, there was no reason to initiate an approach. If, on the other hand, participants remained engaged in the illusory percept up to the point at which their nose was nearly touching the stimuli, the critical distance on approach was recorded as zero.
For the retreat condition, participants began at a small distance, nearly touching the stimulus, swaying laterally before the stimulus was revealed to them. After the stimulus was revealed by removing the blocking white board, we determined their percept (convex or concave) by using the above three criteria. If they had the veridical (concave) percept, they were asked to retreat away from the stimulus while swaying, until they reported the illusory percept. At that point we recorded the retreat critical distance for that stimulus. In the rare cases (5 of 140 retreat trials) in which they could not perceive the veridical concave surface, they were not asked to retreat and the critical distance was recorded as zero. If the participant maintained the veridical percept as they retreated to the longest distance of 600 cm, this fact was noted. We recorded one approach and one retreat critical distance for each of the 7 stimuli. Therefore, we obtained 14 different measurements for each participant.
A potential artifact in some of the stimuli was the spatial orientation of the fixation patches and the probes in experiment 1. The central fixation patch was always located on a (locally) frontoparallel surface. By contrast, the orientation of the flanking fixation marks and, more importantly, that of the two depth probes differed across the stimuli in that the probes were on frontoparallel surfaces on the human mask but their slant differed for the two Martian masks and the ellipsoid. As a result, the retinal sizes and aspect ratios of these probes differed, and they may have provided cues that interfered with the relative depth judgment task for experiment 1, as to which probe was closer. For experiment 2, we addressed this issue by using a single fixation patch at the center of the stimuli-always locally frontoparalleland modifying the task by asking participants to report whether the surface was globally concave ('caving in') or convex ('popping out').
Experiment 1 can be considered as a preliminary experiment to obtain a general idea about the pattern of results, and this is why we limited the number of measurements to two (approach and retreat). We then used a fixed viewing distance in experiment 2 that was close to the critical distance of the upright human mask, which was our reference stimulus.
Procedure: experiment 2 (predominance)
In experiment 2 we assessed the strength of the illusion by obtaining the percentage of time that participants spent in the illusory percept, commonly referred to as the illusion's predominance. Observers were seated at a fixed viewing distance of 320 cm, which was selected on the basis of the results of experiment 1; specifically, the viewing distance was set to be slightly longer than the average critical distance of the upright human mask, because this was our reference stimulus. The lighting conditions were the same as in experiment 1. The same 7 stimuli were employed and viewed twice: once monocularly and once binocularly in two separate sessions, resulting in 14 trials for each of the 20 observers. We used two viewing conditions to test whether the patterns of data would be comparable across the two conditions; if the patterns were the same, this enhanced our confidence in the selection of predominance as a measure of the illusion strength. In the monocular condition observers wore an eye patch over their nondominant eye as they swayed their head laterally between two wooden stoppers that limited the motion amplitude (Keane, Silverstein, Wang, & Papathomas, 2013; Sherman et al., 2012) . This allowed us to emphasize the role of motion parallax signals in the absence of binocular disparity signals because motion parallax (but not stereo) could help disambiguate object structure. In the binocular condition observers viewed stimuli with both eyes while their head position was kept fixed by a chin-rest; thus, in this condition we emphasized the role of binocular disparity in the absence of motion parallax signals, because stereoscopic depth (but not parallax) could contribute toward the final percept. We recognize that a complete isolation of the two cues (motion parallax and stereo disparities) is not possible within our experimental paradigm. This is because, in the case of monocular viewing, there are other monocular signals (such as accommodation) in addition to motion parallax signals; for binocular viewing, aside from accommodation, there are other signals (eg vergence) in addition to disparities. Nevertheless, comparison of the results between the monocular and binocular conditions can provide a first-order assessment of the relative strength of motion parallax and binocular disparity in recovering the 3-D structure of objects, especially if the motion amplitude is equal to the viewer's interpupillary distance. Previous studies indicate that stereopsis dominates under this equality (Sherman et al., 2012) , or even when the motion amplitude is larger than the average interpupillary distance (Durgin, Proffitt, Olson, & Reinke, 1995; Keane et al., 2013) , thus enhancing the motion signal relative to the binocular disparity signal. This is why we set the distance between the stoppers to 35.5 cm, yielding an amplitude much larger than the average interpupillary distance, to favor the motion parallax.
In both conditions observers were instructed to fixate on a single fixation point, positioned at the center of each stimulus, on a locally frontoparallel surface patch. They were instructed to report their global percept of the stimulus at any given time by holding down one of two keys: the up arrow key when the stimulus appeared concave ('caving in'), or the down arrow key if the stimulus appeared convex ('popping out'). Each of the 14 trials had a duration of two minutes. If their percept switched during the trial, observers were instructed to press and hold the key corresponding to the new percept. Each observer had a practice trial using the same practice stimulus as in the first experiment.
Results
Experiment 1: critical distance
The average of the approaching and receding critical distances was used as a measure of the illusion strength for each observer. It should first be noted that all of the objects produced an illusion, and-more specifically-the average critical distance for all objects was significantly smaller than the maximum value (of 600 cm; ps < 0.001). This highlights the crucial role of a generic convexity bias in producing illusions of even smoothly sloping uniform concave surfaces.
In order to test whether the four Martian stimuli were all producing similar levels of illusion, we compared them with a 2 (mask type) × 2 (inversion) within-subjects analysis of variance (ANOVA). There were no main effects or interactions (all ps > 0.126). For the remaining analyses, the four Martian stimuli were collapsed and averaged together across conditions. Figure 3 depicts the average combined critical distance for all stimuli, including the Martian average (MartAvg). Paired t-tests revealed that the straight-up human mask (StrtUpHum) elicited a stronger illusion than the upended human mask (UpEndHum) (t 19 = 3.198, p = 0.005, d = 0.72), the Martian average (t 19 = 3.574, p = 0.002, d = 0.80), and the ellipsoid (t 19 = 2.411, p = 0.026, d = 0.54). This finding underscores the power of the human face to trick the visual system to perceive concave faces as convex. Paired t-tests revealed no other differences between the stimuli (all ps > 0.4, uncorrected); but as we will discuss below, this could be because our critical distance metric is less sensitive to illusion strength differences, especially when the illusion becomes sufficiently weak.
Experiment 2: predominance
The proportion of time that participants saw stimuli as concave (predominance values) is shown in figure 4 . One-sample t-tests showed that no single object was seen as consistently convex or consistently concave (all ps < 0.003, uncorrected), indicating that ceiling and floor effects were largely avoided, confirming the appropriate choice of viewing distance. We next conducted a 2 (viewing condition) × 7 (object type) within-subjects ANOVA to determine whether the illusion strength for an object depended on whether it was viewed with one eye or two. A robust effect of viewing condition emerged (F 1, 19 = 24.06, p < 0.001, p 2 h = 0.559), which was expected (Durgin et al., 1995; Keane et al., 2013; Sherman et al., 2012) ; namely, binocular viewing resulted in significantly stronger veridical percepts than monocular viewing. Because the interaction between viewing condition and object type was not significant (F 6, 14 = 1.18, p = 0.370), we collapsed across viewing condition. We next examined whether the Martian masks differed from one another. The 2 (mask type) × 2 (orientation) within-subjects ANOVA revealed no main effects or interactions, although the main effect of orientation came close to significance (all ps > 0.076). We thus further collapsed data from these four objects. Finally, we compared the remaining object types and found that the straight-up human mask elicited a stronger illusion than the upended human mask (t 19 = 5.723, p < 0.001, d = 1.28), the Martian average (t 19 = 7.844, p < 0.001, d = 1.75), and the ellipsoid (t 19 = 10.154, p < 0.001, d = 2.27). As in experiment 1, these results provide strong evidence for the superiority of the straight-up human mask in eliciting the illusion.
We next compared the DII strength of the upended human mask with the rest of the stimuli. The upended human mask failed to elicit a stronger illusion than the average of the Martian masks (t 19 = 1.406, p = 0.176, d = 0.31) . This indicates that an upended human mask is no different from any undulating depth surface that has roughly the same number and magnitude of undulations, at least for the purposes of generating depth illusions. However, the upended human mask elicited a stronger illusion than the ellipsoid (t 19 = 3.230, p = 0.004, d = 0.72). The ellipsoid also generated less illusion than the average Martian value (t 19 = 2.250, p = 0.037, d = 0.50). Thus, having multiple depth undulations, by itself, aids the appearance of convexity for reasons that we will speculate upon below.
General discussion
DIIs provide examples in which a hollow 3-D surface produces the (at-times bistable) appearance of convexity (Cook et al., 2002; Gregory, 1970 Gregory, , 1997 Hill & Bruce, 1993; Hill & Johnston, 2007; Papathomas & Bono, 2004; Rogers & Gyani, 2010; Wade & Hughes, 1999) . Data-driven bottom-up signals-such as motion parallax and binocular disparity, and to a lesser extent vergence eye movements and lens accommodation-favor the veridical percept. On the other hand, top-down familiarity with faces, which is object specific, favors the illusory (convex) percept, as does the mid-level bias for convexity (Hill & Bruce, 1994; Langer & Bülthoff, 2001; Liu & Todd, 2004; Sherman et al., 2012) . Our results, which will be expounded on further below, show that multiple depth modulations devoid of meaning further contribute towards the percept of convexity. It must be noted that while the DII was experienced by far to the greatest degree for the straight-up hollow human mask, it was experienced for all of the other stimuli for significant intervals as well, even the hollow ellipsoid. Since all the stimuli were globally concave, these results indicate a generic convexity bias, confirming findings from earlier studies (Hill & Bruce, 1994; Langer & Bülthoff, 2001; Liu & Todd, 2004; Sherman et al., 2012) .
Our results from experiment 1 are in agreement with those of Hill and Bruce (1994) , who also used the critical distance metric. They found similar critical distances for a hollow potato and an inverted human mask, but a much smaller critical distance for an upright human mask. We, too, found similar critical distances for the hollow ellipsoid, the Martian masks, and the inverted human mask, all of which were significantly larger than the straight-up human mask. Our results, however, extend beyond Hill and Bruce's in that: (1) we tested objects with and without depth modulations, and (2) we used not just the critical distance metric (experiment 1) but also the predominance metric (experiment 2).
The data from experiment 2 indicated that the cue of binocular disparity for veridical depth is significantly stronger than motion parallax under monocular viewing. This fits with findings of previous studies not only when the motion amplitude of the viewer was made equal to the interpupillary distance for each specific observer (eg Sherman et al., 2012) but also when it was significantly larger than the average interpupillary distance of 6.3 cm (Dodgson, 2004; Durgin et al., 1995; Keane et al., 2013) , as was the case in our experiment 2. Additionally, the viewing distance was increased significantly, from 2.00 m in Sherman et al. (2012) and in Durgin et al. (1995) , to 3.20 m in experiment 2. It is known that the role of vergence is strong up to 2 m but it diminishes significantly beyond 2 m (Howard & Rogers, 2002, page 402) . Evidently, the visual system relies more heavily on the binocular disparity signal than on motion parallax, given the inherent ambiguity in recovering depth from motion (Domini, Caudek, & Tassinari, 2006; Rogers & Gyani, 2010; Tassinari & Domini, 2008; Todd & Norman, 2003) .
The predominance values from experiment 2 appeared to offer a more sensitive measure of illusion strength than the critical distance values of experiment 1. Although both experiments revealed the expected and well-replicated finding of a stronger illusion in the straight-up versus upended human mask, the effect size was much larger in experiment 2 than experiment 1 (t 19 = 5.723, p < 0.001, r = 0.79 versus t 19 = 3.198, p = 0.005, r = 0.59). In retrospect, it makes sense that predominance values would more sensitively measure illusion strength. The critical distance estimates are derived from only two values, whereas the predominance metric is derived from monitoring the percept over long intervals. Another possibility is that the critical distance values are less useful for measuring differences when the illusion is already weak, since a given increase in viewing distance will have less effect on the illusion as the viewing distance grows larger. Despite its obvious disadvantages of lengthy experimental durations, the critical distance method may be augmented in future studies. For example, instead of having the participant approach and retreat, he or she could be kept stationary, while the stimulus is moved to and from the participant. Each time the convexity-concavity percept changes, participants would press a button and the object would reverse its motion until the opposite percept is achieved. This would result in several estimates of the critical distance to yield a more accurate average.
With respect to our experiment 2 results, the illusion strength for the upended human mask was significantly different only from the ellipsoid but was similar to the Martian masks. A simple interpretation of the above findings would be that an upended human face is not any more familiar than a surface that changes in depth in a similar fashion. In addition, since the difference between the upended human mask and the Martian masks produced a stronger illusion than the hollow ellipsoid, one may conclude that depth undulations by themselves promote the illusion, irrespective of whether they are meaningful. Why might depth undulations enhance the convexity illusion? It may be that-in natural scenes-rapid or frequent changes of a surface in depth may most often occur with convex surfaces, and that this regularity has been learned through experience or internalized over the course of evolution. Relatedly, depth undulations-especially those that are bilaterally symmetricmay be a key ingredient to a face for the purposes of DII, and thus adding or subtracting this feature will modulate the illusion. Two predictions follow. One is that if an upright human face were painted on a hollow ellipsoid, then that object would elicit less illusion than a traditional painted hollow human mask; and, also, if a Martian mask were painted as if it were an upright human face, that object would elicit more illusion than the uniformly painted Martian masks that we considered.
Our main results for the superiority of the straight-up human mask in eliciting the concave-to-convex illusion, overall, indicate that the 3-D spatial arrangement of features in human faces is distinct from, and enjoys an advantage over, alternative arrangements of similar features that have comparable depth undulations. Furthermore, this finding may be taken as evidence that familiarity with upright convex human faces-which share general similarities in their 3-D shape and relative positions of component parts-plays a role in visual processing and in the recovery of 3-D shape. We can conjecture that the generic arrangement of features in straight-up human faces is either innately encoded (eg Pascalis, De Schonen, Morton, Deruelle, & Fabre-Grenet, 1995) or learned very early by the visual brain (Corrow, Granrud, Mathison, & Yonas, 2011) .
